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RANDOLPH TOWN BOARD 

RANDOLPH TOWN OFFICE 

 

January 13, 2016 

7:00 pm 

 

BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Lyn Weston  

     Lana Peart, Clerk  

      Bridget Pugmire 

     Melanie Limb 

     Sim Bell  

     Brian Weyers 

                  

ABSENT:    None 

  

GUESTS:  Jewell Kloth, Ed Shaw, Jesse Weyers 

 

Mayor Weston called the meeting to order at 7:05 pm. The first order of business was to 

swear in our newest members.  Mayor Weston swore in Melanie Limb and Sim Bell, new 

board members.   

 

The floor was given to Jewell and Ed from Best Engineering.  They had come to follow 

up on the sidewalk project they had designed for us.  Lana and Bridget had attended a 

meeting on Tuesday, January 12, with the UDOT representative, Leona Dally, who 

helped to finalize plans for the project.  The permit has been obtained, another TAP grant 

applied for, and money requested on our existing agreement.  It looks as if the project 

will be ready to go as soon as the weather breaks.  Jewell and Ed were glad things were 

nearly completed and stated that they would be back to stake out the sidewalk and bridge 

on April 30, weather permitting.  They stated that the sidewalk would be about 50 feet 

from the fence and 6” above the existing grade.   

 

We explained this ongoing project and the park bowery expansion to Melanie.  We had 

some detailed plans from Cord Feller for that building and discussed them somewhat.  It 

would be approximately 2400 square feet and the cost is estimated to be between 

$200,000 and $400,000.  The possibility of some grant money was mentioned by Ed and 

Jewell but no decision was made at this time.   

 

The minutes from our November 11, 2015, meeting were read and moved to be approved 

by Brian with Sim seconding, unanimously approved.  December 2 meeting minutes were 

read and moved to be approved by Sim with Bridget seconding, unanimously approved. 

 

The bills were read and moved to be approved by Bridget with Brian seconding, 

unanimously approved.  Lana gave the board members an up to date accounting of the 

town’s income and expenditures since the beginning of the fiscal year.  They were given 

the reports to review and a copy of the accountant’s audit for FY 2015.  Each one was 

asked to study it and ask questions if they had any.   
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The Mayor reported that the Sub for Santa project went well again this year.  The board 

members reported on some experiences they had delivering the packages.  Everyone 

commended DeeAnn Weston on a job well done.   

 

Sim reported that the new truck has been ordered and will be arriving in February or 

March.  The approximate cost is $40111 with bed and plow, approximately $60,000.  It 

will have an 8 foot plow with an additional foot on each end making a 10 foot path.  It 

also has a poly sander and a flat bed that dumps.  Our old plow has a cracked frame and 

will be used sparingly.  Bridget reminded the board that she requested only Bryan drive 

the new vehicle and all summer help should only drive the old truck.   

 

Brian Weyers reported that he will be attending the Rural Water Conference Meetings in 

St. George the last week of February, first week of March and will get our CCR finished 

at that time.   

 

The Camp Trailer ordinance was discussed.  Right now there is not a problem that 

anyone is aware of, but this could change when spring comes.  We know we have the 

ordinance in place and can enforce it if necessary.   

 

We have not heard anymore from the Thomson attorney’s requests for information that 

we provided.  We have had contact with the LDS church and they will be getting back 

with us on their decision rather to support annexation or not for their property.   

 

We discussed several “thank you’s” we had received from the community members.  It is 

always is nice to hear complements.   

    

Bridget moved to dismiss the meeting at 8:30,  Sim seconded all agreed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mayor______________________________Clerk______________________________ 

 

Date of Approval________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


